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We describe detection methods for extensions of gravitational wave searches to sub-solar mass
compact binaries. Sub-solar mass searches were previously carried out using Initial LIGO, and
Advanced LIGO boasts a detection volume approximately 1000 times larger than Initial LIGO at
design sensitivity. Low mass compact binary searches present computational difficulties, and we
suggest a way to rein in the increased computational cost while retaining a sensitivity much greater
than previous searches. Sub-solar mass compact objects are of particular interest because they are
not expected to form astrophysically. If detected they could be evidence of primordial black holes
(PBH). We consider a particular model of PBH binary formation that would allow LIGO/Virgo to
place constraints on this population within the context of dark matter, and we demonstrate how to
obtain conservative bounds for the upper limit on the dark matter fraction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Advanced LIGO [1] and Advanced Virgo’s [2] detec-
tions of gravitational waves from compact binary coales-
cences (CBC) have ushered in the dawn of gravitational
wave astronomy. To date, there have been 5 detections
of binary black hole mergers [3–6] and 1 detection of a
binary neutron star system [7], each of which has ex-
panded our knowledge of the properties and populations
of compact objects in our universe. Advanced LIGO and
Advanced Virgo’s success in detecting traditional sources
of gravitational waves suggest that ground based inter-
ferometers could be powerful new tools in observing the
dark universe. We describe considerations for extensions
of traditional compact binary searches to the sub-solar
mass regime, and provide motivation for these searches
in the context of dark matter. In particular, we consider
a model where a uniform distribution of monochromatic
primordial black holes (PBH) make up a fraction of the
dark matter. We examine the model’s robustness and
demonstrate how it can place constraints on the abun-
dance of PBHs for different sub-solar mass populations.
II. ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
LIGO compact binary searches rely on matched filter-
ing to extract candidate signals from the noise by cor-
relating known gravitational waveforms with the data.
Compact binary searches currently require O(105) −
O(106) templates to adequately recover arbitrary signals
placed in the parameter spaces considered thus far (bi-
nary systems with a total mass of 2M − 600M [8, 9]).
The addition of fully precessing waveforms in future ob-
serving runs could increase this by yet another factor of
10, though for now this remains computationally infeasi-
ble.
The difficulty of CBC searches scales with both the
number and length of the waveforms used as matched
filter templates, which could present a problem for sub-
solar mass searches. Here we focus on the effect of the
number of templates in the template bank which is ex-
pected to scale (roughly) as:
N ∝ m−8/3min f−8/3min (1)
where mmin is the minimum mass included in the search
and fmin denotes the starting frequency of the template
waveforms [10]. Previous Advanced LIGO searches have
searched for binaries with components as light as 1M [8,
11]; extending these searches to lower masses could easily
lead to a 10 − 100 time increase in difficulty compared
to offline analyses in Advanced LIGO’s first observing
run. Below we propose increasing fmin to mitigate the
increased computational costs associated with low mass
extensions of compact binary searches, and we calculate
the expected loss in sensitivity that this brings.
A. Estimates of sensitivity
Second-generation ground-based gravitational wave
detectors such as Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo
are sensitive over a broad range of frequencies (∼ 10 −
10 000 Hz) but they are most sensitive near 100 Hz [12].
Compact binary pipelines exploit this sensitivity and typ-
ically analyze a subset of the total bandwidth. In Ad-
vanced LIGO’s first observing run, frequencies spanning
10− 2048 Hz were analyzed [13]. This is an excellent ap-
proximation for standard CBC searches; the majority of
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is accumulated at lower
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2frequencies and very little sensitivity is lost by cutting the
analysis at 2048Hz. This is an even better approximation
for sub-solar mass compact binaries since the frequency
evolution of a binary goes as [14]:
f˙ ∝M5/3f11/3 (2)
where
M = (m1m2)
3/5
(m1 +m2)1/5
(3)
is the chirp mass of the system. Sub-solar mass systems
therefore are not only long lived, but also spend a long
time in LIGO’s most sensitive band compared to heavier
binaries. This suggests that it may be possible to ana-
lyze an even more reduced frequency band than previous
searches while retaining a significant amount of SNR.
Since orbital decay is slow for sub-solar mass ultracom-
pact binaries, inspiral only waveforms are a very good
approximation of the signal received on earth. The am-
plitude of the waveform can be written as [15]:∣∣∣h˜(f)∣∣∣ = 1
D
(
5pi
24c3
)1/2
(GM)5/6(pif)−7/6 (4)
and the average recovered signal to noise ratio is given
by:
〈ρ〉 =
√√√√√4 ∫ fmax
fmin
∣∣∣h˜(f)∣∣∣2
Sn(f)
df (5)
where Sn(f) denotes the single sided power spectral den-
sity, informally referred to as the “noise curve”. fmin is
determined by either the low frequency noise floor or the
starting frequency of the template waveform (whichever
is greater) and fmax is determined by the frequency of
the innermost stable circular orbit (fISCO) or the ending
frequency of the template waveform (whichever is less)
where fISCO is defined as:
fISCO =
c3
6
√
6piGMtotal
(6)
For a 1M − 1M binary, fISCO ≈ 2200 Hz. The fre-
quency monotonically increases for lighter total mass sys-
tems; for a sub-solar mass search, fmax is determined by
the bandwidth of the template waveforms.
We can substitute the waveform amplitude into the
equation for SNR and rearrange to find the horizon dis-
tance for a given 〈ρ〉 (or equivalently, the SNR recovered
at some fiducial distance):
Dmax ∝ 1〈ρ〉M
5/6
√
4
∫ fmax
fmin
f−7/3
Sn(f)
df (7)
which is dependent on the noise curves, the chirp mass of
the binary, and the frequency band of the analysis. This
FIG. 1. The fractional volume retained for various values of
fmax and as a function of fmin. The green, red, and blue
lines correspond to upper cut-off frequencies of 2048, 1024,
and 512 Hz respectively. Note that there is very little differ-
ence between the various fmax values; this is because there
is more than an order of magnitude more noise at these fre-
quencies than the ∼ 100 Hz region and very little SNR is
accumulated there. All values are measured relative to the
band f ∈ (10 Hz, 2048 Hz).
allows us to compare LIGO’s sensitivity for frequency
bands that do not encompass the full sensitive range.
We choose the f ∈ (10Hz, 2048Hz) band as a point of
comparison. The fraction of SNR retained is then:
fSNR =
D(fmin, fmax)
D(10 Hz, 2048 Hz)
(8)
Note that this fractional reduction is independent of the
mass of the binary. This presents an important trade
off in sub-solar mass searches: increasing fmin drives the
difficulty of a search down, but it also causes the search
to lose sensitivity. This drop in SNR is equivalent to a
fractional decrease in LIGO’s average range, which means
that the observed volume (and therefore the expected
number of detections at a given chirp mass) is smaller
by a factor of f3SNR. Thus even a 3% loss in SNR would
represent a detection volume nearly 10% smaller. The
sensitive volume retained as a function of fmin and fmax
is shown in Fig. 1.
B. Sensitive distance
Initial LIGO previously carried out searches for com-
pact binaries with components as light as 0.2M [16].
3Using the relations outlined above and the fact that
current Advanced LIGO searches extend to 1M and
fmin = 10 Hz, we can estimate the reduction in frequency
band and sensitivity required to keep the cost of a sub-
solar mass search comparable to current Advanced LIGO
searches. Equation 1 shows that we expect similar scal-
ings in both mmin and fmin. Thus if we decrease the
lower mass bound of previous Advanced LIGO searches
by a factor of 5, we need to increase fmin by a factor
of 5 as well to keep the number of templates approxi-
mately constant. We estimate that in order to modify
current searches to extend down to this mass we would
need to increase fmin to ∼ 50Hz. This amounts to a
loss of 10% in SNR and range, and therefore a loss of
∼ 30% in volume and detection rate. Even with this loss
in sensitivity, LIGO would remain incredibly sensitive to
sub-solar mass ultracompact binaries.
To emphasize LIGO’s improvement in sensitivity even
with this reduction in recovered SNR, consider the most
recent search for sub-solar mass compact objects carried
out in Initial LIGO’s third and fourth science runs. The
lowest mass binary considered in this search remained
visible at a range of ∼ 4 Mpc [17]. The estimate out-
lined here suggests that at the same mass and over a
reduced frequency band, Advanced LIGO has a range of
∼ 45 Mpc which corresponds to a sensitive volume more
than 1000 times greater. The massive increase in physical
volume accessible by Advanced LIGO vastly outweighs
any loss in sensitivity due to a moderately reduced fre-
quency band (provided analyzable time remains approx-
imately the same).
C. Approximation of the merger rate for
null-results
In Equation 7 we defined the horizon distance of the de-
tector. This represents the maximum distance for which
an optimally located and oriented source would be re-
covered with some 〈ρ〉. In general, however, detectors
will measure a weaker response to a gravitational wave
depending on the location and orientation of the binary.
This reduction is described by the antenna patterns, F+
and F×, which always take values less than or equal to 1
and are related to the signal observed on earth through:
h = F+h+ + F×h× (9)
Averaging the detector response over both location and
orientation of the binary reduces the the strain recovered
(and therefore the distance to a binary with some fiducial
〈ρ〉) by a factor of 2.26 [24–26]. This can be used to define
the average range of the detector as
Davg =
Dmax
2.26
(10)
The average sensitive distance allows us to approxi-
mate limits on the coalescence rate from null results for
FIG. 2. The distance to an optimally oriented, equal mass
binary shown as a function of the component mass. LIGO
remains sensitive to O(10−5 − 10−5M) binaries at extra-
galactic distances. This plot assumes fmin = 10 Hz and
fmax = 2048 Hz and therefore represents an optimistic view
of horizon distance and ignores search difficulty. Astrophysi-
cal galaxies, groups, and clusters are included as a reference
for cosmological distances. Several objects previously consid-
ered as observational candidates for the abundance of dark
matter (Eridanus II, LMC/SMC, Segue I) are well within
LIGO’s range at low masses. Approximate distances taken
from [7, 18–23]. The noise curve used to approximate O1
sensitivity is “Early high/Mid low” from [12].
a general gravitational wave search. The loudest event
statistic formalism [27] states that we can constrain the
binary merger rate for a specific mass bin, i, to 90% con-
fidence with:
R90,i = 2.3〈V T 〉i (11)
We can estimate the sensitive volume-time for a particu-
lar observing run using the earlier range approximation.
〈V T 〉i = 43piD3avg,iT (12)
where T is the analyzable live-time of the two detectors.
This method provides an excellent approximation of the
sensitive 4-volume. The remaining plots in this paper
use this procedure to estimate LIGO rates and LIGO
sensitivity in the sub-solar mass region.
D. Non-spinning waveforms
While reducing the frequency band is one way to mit-
igate the increased computational cost of sub-solar mass
4searches, non-spinning waveforms also offer an easy way
to reduce the difficulty by potentially 1−2 orders of mag-
nitude. There are some theoretical justifications for non-
spinning searches: some models predict sub-solar mass
black holes to be predominately slowly spinning [28], and
LIGO’s previous detections have been consistent with low
χeff binaries. Regardless, a completely non-spinning bi-
nary is clearly a non-physical assumption. The efficacy of
using non-spinning waveforms to recover spinning wave-
forms has been examined before [29–31]. In particular,
[29] examined neutron star systems and found that non-
spinning templates recovered aligned spin binary neutron
stars to the desired level only for −0.2 . χeff . 0.
We performed a similar test on a population of
.5M − .5M binary black holes. We created a non-
spinning template bank covering component masses mi ∈
(0.3M, 0.7M) using TaylorF2 waveforms [30, 32]. We
then injected 10 000 spinning signals that were purely
aligned or anti-aligned with the orbital angular momen-
tum and had dimensionless spin values of |χi| < 0.5 into
fake data. We then calculated the overlap between our
non-spinning template waveforms and the spinning sig-
nals. We find results similar to those of [29]; at low spin,
there is a large overlap between the template waveforms
and the injected, spinning signals. At higher spins, how-
ever, the maximum overlap rapidly falls off, implying that
LIGO would miss a significant fraction of the signals with
appreciable spin. In fact, we find that the non-spinning
bank used here recovers signals well provided χeff > −.08
or χeff < .02. As χeff deviates form these values, the frac-
tion of signals missed grows rapidly. A spinning template
bank is therefore necessary if sub-solar mass ultracom-
pact binaries are either born with appreciable spin com-
ponents or accrete enough matter to develop substantial
spin. We are currently examining the effects of spin on
the computational cost of sub-solar mass CBC searches,
as well as other possible ways to mitigate the increased
difficulty.
III. POTENTIAL CONSTRAINTS ON
PRIMORDIAL BLACK HOLE ABUNDANCE
While there is a large population of compact objects
below one solar mass, the only objects compact enough
for detection by LIGO are black holes and neutron stars.
Other compact objects begin to coalesce at too low of an
orbital frequency to produce gravitational waves in the
sensitive band of ground-based interferometers. Neither
black holes nor neutron stars are expected to form be-
low one solar mass via known astrophysical mechanisms,
though there are models that propose alternative ways
to form black holes at this mass [33, 34]. It is interest-
ing to consider the possibility that sub-solar mass black
holes are formed via primordial processes and could be a
component of the dark matter. In the event of either a de-
tection or null-result LIGO can provide estimates on the
merger rate, so it is therefore necessary to model the bi-
FIG. 3. Recovery of spinning signals with a family of non-
spinning template waveforms. Shown in black are lines of
constant fitting factor (i.e. the maximum overlap between
template waveforms and the injected signals) with the value
specified by the line type. The shading shows how the fitting
factor changes with the spin of the components in regions be-
tween the contours. While systems with −.084 < χeff < .019
are recovered well, the match between the two waveforms
drops rapidly for χeff outside this range. The SNR is propor-
tional to the fitting factor, so the loss in SNR grows rapidly
with total spin.
nary formation rate for primordial black holes in order to
connect LIGO with primordial populations. Here we de-
scribe the sensitivity of one particular model to changes
in input parameters, as well as the response of constraints
on the dark matter fraction, fPBH ≡ ΩPBH/ΩDM, to
changes in merger rate constraints that could be provided
by LIGO. We motivate this model as a way to provide a
conservative limit on fPBH.
We consider a model of (initially) uniformly dis-
tributed, monochromatic black holes formed in the early
universe. A pair of nearest neighbor black holes will start
to decouple from the background cosmological expansion
and form a binary when the mean energy density in a vol-
ume encompassing the two exceeds the background en-
ergy density. A third, closest black hole to the binary in-
jects angular momentum in the system by applying tidal
forces, which ensures that the two black holes will orbit
rather than collide head-on. The resulting expression for
the merger rate of primordial black hole binaries in the
local universe is given by:
event rate = nPBH
dP
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=t0
. (13)
5where dP is given by:
dP =

3 f
37
8
PBH
58
[
f
− 298
PBH
(
t
tc
) 3
37 −
(
t
tc
) 3
8
]
dt
t
, t < tc
3 f
37
8
PBH
58
[
f
− 298
PBH
(
t
tc
)− 17 − ( ttc) 38
]
dt
t
, t ≥ tc
(14)
and nPBH by:
nPBH =
3H20
8piG
ΩPBH
MPBH
(15)
where
tc = Qα
4β7x¯4f25/3 (16)
and
x¯ =
1
(1 + zeq)
(nPBH)
−1/3
(17)
with Q = 3/170 (GMPBH)
−3, G the gravitational con-
stant, zeq the redshift at matter-radiation equality, and
MPBH the mass of each individual black hole in this pop-
ulation. α and β are constants of O(1) that depend on
the dynamics of binary formation and are typically set
to 1. This model has been extensively studied [35–39].
This model provides a direct connection between LIGO
and PBHs via an expected merger rate which is solely a
function of the age of the universe, t0, given some MBH
and fPBH. The merger rate is not analytically invert-
ible, but if gravitational wave observations provide a con-
straint on the merger rate for black holes of a particular
mass, then it can be numerically solved to obtain an up-
per limit on fPBH for that mass bin. Similar procedures
have been considered before [37, 39].
It is important to consider the robustness of this model
and the relative strictness of the constraints it provides.
First, consider the effects of varying α and β. Numerical
simulations suggest that realistic values are α = 0.4, β =
0.8 [35]. Though not immediately evident from the above
equation, smaller values of α and β lead to larger expected
rates and therefore more stringent estimates of the upper
limit of fPBH. The dependence of the expected rate on
α and β is shown explicitly in Figure 4. As α and β
dip below 1, the expected merger rate increases. It is
a simple extension to approximate how the constraints
on fPBH are affected by variations of α and β. We can
use the procedure outlined in II C to approximate the
upper limit on the merger rate, which we then invert
to find limits on fPBH. We present bounds under this
approximation for α = β = 1 and α = 0.4, β = 0.8
in Figure 5a. This figure shows a general feature of the
model: as either α or β is decreased, the constraint on
fPBH for a given upper bound on the merger rate becomes
tighter. Thus α = β = 1 provides a more conservative
limit on fPBH.
FIG. 4. Merger rate dependence on α and β for a fixed dark
matter fraction (f = 0.5) and primordial black hole mass
(MBH = 1.0M), shown in units of Gpc−3yr−1. The expected
merger rate strictly increases as either α or β are changed
from 1.0. Similar behavior is observed independent of the
black hole mass or dark matter fraction. This implies that
the constraints on the dark matter fraction that are typically
published assuming α = β = 1 are conservative for this model.
Of course, allowing α, β to increase beyond 1 yields
looser constraints. At the time that two PBHs become
gravitationally bound to one another, α describes the ra-
tio between the semi-major axis of the binary and the ini-
tial physical separation of the two PBHs at the moment
they become bound. It is therefore unphysical to expect
α > 1. β helps to determine the minimum ellipticity of
the binary; for β > 1, the ellipticity becomes imaginary.
α = β = 1 therefore provides the most conservative rate
estimate for this model.
Another important consideration is the sensitivity of
this model to errors in observational measurements of
the merger rate. We can propagate errors in rates mea-
surements through to the dark matter fraction. From
our upper limit on the merger rate estimate, we find that
fPBH ≈ .28 at 0.2M and fPBH ≈ .04 at 1.0M. If we
allow for a 50% error in the merger rate estimate that
this procedure provides we still find f ∈ (.17, .37) and
f ∈ (.03, .06) for the respective mass bins, thus demon-
strating that the constraints are relatively insensitive to
even large errors in the upper bound on the merger rate.
There are several other assumptions made in this
model that we do not attempt to quantify, but instead
provide a brief qualitative argument on their effects.
First, we have assumed that primordial black holes are
uniformly distributed in space. In reality, we expect
6(a) Dark matter constraint dependence on α and β (b) Future outlook for LIGO bounds on PBH dark matter
FIG. 5. 5a Limits on the fraction of dark matter composed of primordial black holes in a monochromatic distribution. Shown
in purple, yellow, blue, and green are reproductions of the constraints found in [40–43], respectively. Unlike in [44], the LIGO
limits presented here are based on horizon distance estimates using the power spectra and the loudest event statistic [15, 27].
This method is described in the text. Potential LIGO results shown in red emphasize the small effect α and β have on the
constraints. The bottom line shows the limit for α = 0.4, β = 0.8, while the upper line shows α = β = 1. 5b A possible outlook
to the future. Shown here are constraints derived from the same formalism (and assuming continued null results). We follow
the procedure mentioned in the text to approximate the rates constraints. Here we assume year long runs operating at 40%
efficiency for the O2 and design contributions. LIGO will be able to place percent level limits on the fraction of dark matter in
PBHs after a year of operating at design sensitivity. The noise curves used for this plot come from the data release associated
with [12], specifically the “Early high/Mid low” column for O1, “Mid high/Late low” for O2, and “Design” for design.
PBHs to cluster to some extent which would change the
expected event rate for PBH binary mergers. Cluster-
ing would tend to increase the amount of binary coales-
cences, however, so the expected event rate would rise
and therefore the maximum permissible fraction, fPBH,
would decrease. Therefore a spatially uniform distribu-
tion of PBHs provides a conservative bound on fPBH. We
also ignore the binary’s evolution between formation and
coalescence, as well as the possibility of late-universe bi-
nary formation. For a discussion of these effects, which
appear to be sub-dominant (though they also drive the
expected rate up), see [45]. A potentially larger effect
comes from the assumption of a purely monochromatic
distribution of black holes. Though the framework for
this formation model has been extended to the unequal
mass case in [35], we have not considered those effects
here. Finally, we also ignore the effects of spin on binary
formation.
As Advanced LIGO approaches design sensitivity, its
horizon distance should increase by a factor of 2− 3 [46].
This, coupled with the more observation, means that
LIGO could conceivably have a (cumulative) sensitive
〈V T 〉 O(10) times larger than was observed in [44]. Fig-
ure 5b shows projections for how continued null results
could contribute to constraints on fPBH for this mass
range. Ground based interferometers have the unique
ability to strengthen bounds in the sub-solar mass regime
by systematics independent of previous microlensing ob-
servations [40, 41, 47]. This is especially important in
light of recent criticisms [48] and studies of the model
dependencies of these surveys [49].
IV. FUTURE PROSPECTS AND DISCUSSION
There are many areas in which sub-solar mass searches
can improve on the suggestions outlined here. The most
obvious are extensions to lower masses and spinning bi-
naries, each of which presents its own challenges. Lower
masses require denser template banks and they persist
in LIGO’s sensitive band longer. One possible solution
could be to alter the width of the frequency band con-
sidered for different mass bins, thus stitching together a
suitable template bank. Spin is more difficult to incorpo-
7rate; early tests seem to imply at least a factor of 10 more
templates would be required for fully spinning binaries.
Examining smaller component spins, such as χi < 0.3,
could remain computationally feasible and help to mit-
igate the rapid fall off in sensitivity that non-spinning
banks currently experience for moderate to high spin sys-
tems. We are actively pursuing extensions in these areas.
More careful PBH population modeling is also a ne-
cessity. In particular, a careful consideration of extended
PBH distributions will offer more accurate and general
merger rate predictions. Not only will this allow for more
precise constraints, but it will also be useful in examin-
ing the feasibility of detecting preferred PBH distribu-
tions peaked in this mass range. While this paper has
demonstrated that the model considered typically pro-
vides a conservative estimate of the bounds on fPBH, a
more general formalism will allow testing of different in-
flationary models.
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